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ABSTRACT
Recent experimental studies have shown that T-shaped bolaamphiphiles (TBA) with a
swallow-tail lateral chain display several thermotropic liquid crystalline phases
depending on the size of the lateral chain and temperature. In this work, we use
molecular simulations of a simple coarse-grained model to map out the phase behavior
of this type of molecules. This model is based on the premise that the crucial details of
the fluid structure stem from close range repulsions and the strong directional force
typical of hydrogen bonds. Our simulations confirm that TBAs exhibit a rich phase
behavior upon increasing the length of their lateral chain. The simulations successfully
detect the double gyroid phase and the axial-bundle columnar phase, whose structures
are similar to those found in experiment. In addition, simulations predict two
cocontinuous phases with 3D-periodicity (the “single” diamond and the “single”
plumber’s nightmare phase) yet to be reported in experimental studies. The structure
factor and several 2D order parameters are used to identify and characterize these liquid
crystal phases. D1.avi and P1.avi are provided as supplementary materials to confirm
that these ordered phases have some fluidity consistent with a liquid crystal character.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystals (LCs) are one of the most important types of self-assembling soft
materials for both scientific research and commercial applications. In LC phases, the
self-assembly ability of the constituent molecules arises from some anisotropy in the
interparticle interactions[1]. In poly-amphiphilic molecules, for example, self-assembly
is aided by the nanosegregation that occurs between incompatible segments, such as
rigid and flexible segments or hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments[1]. In addition to
self-assembling into nanoscale or mesoscale ordered structures, these molecules also
retain a liquid-like mobility to change their position and configuration[1]. Often,
aromatic rings are present in the rigid segment of LC molecules. The combination of
structural order and fluidity allows LCs to develop an orderly and dense packing of πconjugated systems over large areas without sharp grain boundaries, a property which
is crucial for applications involving charge carrier transport[2]. Indeed, LCs have
become promising organic semiconductors[2-5]. LCs can also host other nonmesogenic units (polymers, metallic nanoparticles) to assist them to form desired
morphologies, and the resulting composite materials can be used as mechanical
actuators[6] and plasmonic metamaterials[7,8]. But for any such application, the
performance of LCs depends strongly on the microscopic details of the morphology
assembled by the molecules. In order to improve the properties and widen the uses of
LCs, significant effort has been devoted to engineer new mesogens and construct new
microscopic morphologies.
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Bi- and co-continuous cubic phases are of particular interest due to their 3D symmetry
with continuous domains of different segment types. Usually, these phases can be
described as two interwoven (bicontinuous) networks or a single (cocontinuous)
network, of a minority component embedded in the continuous matrix of the majority
component[9]. Due to the large internal interfacial area, structural integrity, and
mechanical stability of these phases, they can be used as templates and structuredirecting agents to fabricate mesoporous materials[10,11], high conductivity
matrices[12-14], nanofiltration membranes[15,16], dye-sensitized solar cell[17-19],
electrochromic devices[20], photonic crystals and metamaterials[21-23]. Bicontinuous
phases are also found in some biological membranes with specialized biophysical
properties[24,25]. Currently, bicontinuous and cocontinuous phases have been
extensively studied in lyotropic LC systems[26-32] and diblock copolymers[33-36].
However, only a few thermotropic LC systems have been reported to display these 3Dperiodic phases, including polycatenars[37-41], wedge-shaped molecules[42,43] and
bolaamphiphilies[44,45].
T-shaped bolaamphiphiles “TBAs” have attracted significant attention for their rich
phase behavior. Usually, these molecules contain three incompatible segments: the rigid
linear biphenyl core, two polar 1,2-diol group at each end, and one laterally attached
flexible chain (alkyl chains, or semi-fluorinated chains)[46,47]. By combining both
shape anisotropy and amphiphilicity, bolaamphiphiles can self-assemble into complex
and new LC phases at particular temperature ranges[1]. Experiments[46,47] have
demonstrated the formation of a series of columnar phases with cross-sections having
different 2D patterns depending on the size of the lateral chains. Unlike the traditionally
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columnar phases formed by round cylinders, these columnar phases exhibit honeycomb
patterns formed by different polygonal cylinders ranging from triangular to
hexagonal[46,47], where rigid cores form the shell of each cylinder and the lateral
chains fill the inside of each cylinder. Since polar end-groups aggregate at the edges of
each cylinder, strong hydrogen bonds make this honeycomb structure very stable. Giant
honeycomb phases and lamella phases are observed when the TBA side chain size is
increased further[46,47]. Recently, experiments[44,45] have shown that attaching a
swallow-tail lateral chain to the rigid rods (see example shown in Figure 1) can disrupt
the continuous segregated subdomain of the rigid rods found in columnar phases and
lamella phases of TBAs, leading to the formation of isolated bundled rigid rods. These
axial rod-bundles can form infinite networks embedded in the continuous matrix of
lateral chains, sometimes leading to bicontinuous phases.
The presence of three incompatible segments allows TBAs to exhibit a rich phase
behavior and to form highly intricate phases; however, the complex chemical structure
of TBAs also makes it difficult to establish a molecular design strategy to target specific
LC phases. Computer simulation can provide helpful information to understand and
predict phase behavior from molecular chemical composition. Nevertheless, fully
atomistic molecular simulations of the self-assembly of complex molecules in relatively
large systems is still challenging given the limited computational resources typically
available. Fortunately, a previous study[48] proved that the mesophases formed by
TBAs are largely driven by the overall interaction between incompatible segments,
which makes coarse-grained molecular models suitable. Based on the premise that the
crucial details of the fluid structure stem from close range repulsions and the strong
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directional forces typical of hydrogen bonds, a simple coarse-grained approach was
employed by Crane et al.[48] Their model treated van der Waals interactions via soft
repulsions and strong directional hydrogen bonds as simple attractions. This model was
used to describe the phase behavior of TBAs with a linear lateral chain and found to
successfully reproduce the different types of honeycombed columnar phases that had
been observed in experiments[46, 47].

Figure 1

Structure of the core bolaamphiphile molecule with a swallow-tail lateral chain that

served as the prototype of this study, and the dependence of the LC experimentally found for
this molecule with respect to the length of the lateral chain and the temperature. Phase
description: (A) double gyroid LC; (B) axial-bundle columnar liquid crystal; (C) double
diamond liquid crystal; (D) lamella LC; (E) crystal. Adapted from ref. 44,45.
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In this work, we seek to apply a coarse-grained model akin to that used by Crane et
al. to simulate the phase behavior of TBAs with a swallow-tail lateral chain of different
lengths. Our main goal is to confirm and fill in the gaps in the phase diagram mapped
by experiments. Because such TBAs can form complex mesophases with long-range,
periodic order, particle-based molecular dynamics simulations are sensitive to finitesize effects, especially for 3D-periodic phases[34,49,50]. Indeed, for such phases to be
formed, the simulation box size must be commensurate with an integer number of the
phase unit cells. Therefore, the size of simulation box need to be carefully treated as an
additional variable to explore in the simulations. Our simulations are able not only to
detect a double gyroid phase and axial-bundled columnar phase similar to those recently
observed in experiments, but also to predict two novel cocontinuous phases yet to be
reported in experimental studies of TBAs (although a similar cocontinuous phase has
been reported in a triblock copolymer system[51]).
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the coarsegrained model we adopted, details about how to implement simulations, and tools to
determine the ordered phases with different morphologies. Chapter 3 summarizes the
phase behavior of TBAs in terms of the reduced temperature and the volume fraction of
the lateral chain. Chapter 4 presents our conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Molecular model
We adopt a simple coarse-grained model to study the phase behavior of TBAs with one
swallow-tail lateral chain, following the work of Crane et al.[48] In this model, the
aromatic core and glycerol groups are represented by six beads kept in a rigid linear
configuration with an inter-bead distance of 0.7σ. The lateral chain has two branches,
and is attached to the rigid unit at the third bead (see Figure 2). The length of each
branch is Nchain beads with an inter-bead distance of σ, and the total number of beads in
the lateral chain (Nflx) is (2Nchain + 1). In this work, Nchain is varied from 1 to 16,
corresponding Nflx from 3 to 33. Here σ is a characteristic length of the model, defined
roughly as the diameter of a bead in the TBA. The basic topology of this model is
depicted in Figure 2. Bonded interactions act only between beads in the lateral chain
and in the link between the lateral chain and the rigid unit, and are described by a
harmonic potential of the form
1
𝑈 har = 𝑘sp (𝑟 − 𝑟o )2 (1)
2
where r is the separation distance between the bonded beads, ro is the equilibrium
separation, and ksp is the spring constant. We set ro = σ and ksp = 50(ε/σ2), where ε is a
characteristic energy of the model, defined in terms of pair potentials between beads as
described later.
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Figure 2 Cartoon of the TBA molecules studied in this work. Type 1 beads, corresponding to
hydrogen-bond-like sites, are colored red; type 2 beads, corresponding to the linear biphenyl
core of the molecules, are colored in blue; type 3 beads, corresponding to the grafted lateral
chains, are colored purple. All beads are the same diameter, σ, and mass. Adapted from ref. 48.

To mimic the chemistry of TBAs, we divided all beads into three different types.
Type 1 beads, located at the two ends of the rigid unit, represent strongly attractive
hydrogen-bond-like sites. Type 2 beads, constituting the remainder of the rigid unit,
represent the biphenyl core. Type 3 beads represent the lateral aliphatic chain. All pair
potential energies were defined through the cut and shifted Lennard-Jones potential
(CSLJ)
LJCS
(𝑟; 𝐶AB ) = {
𝑈AB

LJ
LJ
(𝑟) − 𝑈AB
𝑈AB
(𝐶AB ) 0 < 𝑟 < 𝐶AB
(2)
0
𝑟 ≥ 𝐶AB

with
𝜎AB 12
𝜎AB 6
) −(
) ] (3)
𝑟
𝑟

LJ
(𝑟) = 4𝜀AB [(
𝑈AB

LJ
(𝐶AB ) = 4𝜀AB [(
𝑈AB

𝜎AB 12
𝜎AB 6
) −(
) ] (4)
𝐶AB
𝐶AB
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where A and B represent the bead type, r is the bead separation, εAB describes the depth
of the potential well, σAB is the distance where the inter-particle potential is zero, CAB is
the cut-and-shifted distance. The εAB and CAB parameters used in each type of pair
potential are summarized in Table 1; all beads have the same value of AB = σ. Only
self-interactions of type 1 and type 3 beads have the attractive part but with different
strength. All the cross interactions and interactions between type 2 beads have a cut-off
distance of CAB = 21/6σ, which is the distance where the Lenard-Jones potential reaches
its minimum, leading to purely repulsive potentials (known as the Weeks-ChandlerAndersen potential[52)). Temperatures and pressures are reported in terms of the usual
reduced units, T* = TkB/ε, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and pressure, P* = Pσ3/ε.

Table 1 CSLJ used for each non-bonded potential
εAB, CAB

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 1

ε, 2σ

ε, 21/6σ

ε, 21/6σ

Type 2

ε, 21/6σ

ε, 21/6σ

ε, 21/6σ

Type 3

ε, 21/6σ

ε, 21/6σ

ε/2, 2σ

Our model does not provide a specific mapping between each bead and a particular
group of atoms, and it does not explicitly discriminate between alkane and perfluoroalkane segments in the lateral chains. To get a precise atomistic-coarse grained mapping,
some selected physical properties (e.g., radial distribution functions, densities, etc.)
calculated from simulations would need to be matched. While coarse-graining
techniques exist that can accomplish such mapping for specific TBA chemistries[5355], our model is intended to be generic and to capture the approximate behavior of
molecules (of potentially different chemistries) that can roughly match the molecular
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structure shown in Figure 2. Hence, our simple model is more suitable to provide a
proof-of-concept of possible phase behavior than to provide specific predictions[48].
The previous work by Crane et al.[48] have already proved that this type of minimalistic
model was able to capture the “crucial” characteristics of TBAs with a linear lateral
chain to allow reproducing the experimentally observed complex mesophase behavior.
In principle, introducing perfluoro-alkane segments into the lateral chain as in the
molecule of Figure 1 (which would appear as a fourth type of bead in our model) can
influence the mesophase behavior of the TBAs. Nevertheless, these perfluoro-alkane
segments are expected to experience rather similar interactions as those of alkane
segments and hence may not play a “critical” role in the mesophase behavior, at least
compared with the stronger interactions between the other segment types (e.g., the
repulsive cores and the hydrogen bonds). Therefore, for the case of TBAs with a
swallow-tail lateral chain, we use the same force field for all side-chain segments, and
only consider differences in the shape of the lateral chain.
In our simulations, the rigid unit of the TBAs (encompassing bead types 1 and 2) is
always the same while the lateral chain is systematically varied by increasing its number
of beads. Accordingly, the chemical composition of the TBAs is characterized by the
volume fraction of flexible lateral chains defined as
𝜙flx =

𝑉flx
𝑉flx
=
(5)
𝑉mol 𝑉flx + 𝑉rigid

where Vmol is the volume of one TBA molecule, Vflx is the volume of its lateral chain,
and Vrigid is the volume of its rigid unit. Since it is non-trivial to define the volume of a
“soft” molecule that adopts multiple conformations, an approximation[48] is made,
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which assumes the rigid unit has spherocylindrical geometry and treats each bead in the
lateral chain as a separate sphere. The volume of a molecule can thus be found below in
terms of σ
𝑉mol = 𝑉rigid + 𝑉flx = (5×

𝜋𝜎 2
𝜋𝜎 3
𝜋𝜎 3
×0.7 +
) + (𝑁flx ×
) (6)
4
6
6

The density of LC phases is sometimes reported in experiments with the estimated
packing fraction of the mesogenic molecules. Correspondingly, our system density is
described by the packing fraction found from
𝜂=

𝑉mol 𝑁
(7)
𝑉box

where Vbox is the volume of the simulation box, and N is the number of molecules in the
simulation system. In our simulation, η was 0.45, corresponding to the number density
about 0.85, which is a dense fluid phase for the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential[56].
Simulations were performed in continuum space via the LAMMPS molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation package using cubic boxes and periodic boundary conditions[57].
VMD was used for visualization[58]. Simulations entailed the Micro-Canonical (NVE)
ensemble, and the Canonical (NVT) ensemble. The actual fluids were expected to be
nearly incompressible (i.e., to have a smaller isothermal compressibility than that of the
simulated models), so that the pressure was expected to have little impact on the actual
phases observed over a wide range of pressures. Thus, most of the simulations were
carried out using the NVT ensemble to keep the packing fraction, η, to be 0.45. For any
system, the simulations were started at a higher temperature to reach first a wellequilibrated isotropic state. The system was then gradually cooled down by a
temperature decrement of ΔT* = 0.05 to allow molecules to spontaneously form
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different LC phases. For each simulation run, we first decreased the temperature by ΔT*
= 0.05 over a period of t* = 7500, and then equilibrated the system at the new
temperature in a simulation time of t* = 75000. The final configuration of the
equilibration part was used as input for the next simulation run at a lower temperature.
We collected configurations from the equilibration part for each temperature to analyze
the phase morphology. An integration step size of Δt* = 0.005 was used for all
simulations. Based on our observations, the system usually exhibits the isotropic state
for T* ≥ 2.0, while it presents noticeable cavities for T* ≤ 0.30, indicative that, at very
low temperatures, the assumption of fixed density breaks down as a strong preference
for the system to pack more densely (>0.45) leads to tension. Since characterizing solidstate behavior is beyond the scope of this work and our TBA molecules approach solid
or glassy states at very low temperatures, our simulations were restricted to the 0.30 ≤
T* ≤ 2.0 range.
It is important to emphasize that finite size effects can have a significant effect on the
stability of some phases. The lamella and columnar phases which typically only possess
1D and 2D periodicity, respectively, are largely insensitive to the simulation box size
since their morphologies can easily rotate in space to fit inside the simulation box. On
the contrary, phases with 3D-periodic morphologies are sensitive to the box size as the
box length needs to be a multiple integer of the unit cell size (which is not known a
priori). At the same thermodynamic conditions, an inappropriate box size may frustrate
the appearance of a 3D-periodic phase and lead instead to the appearance of metastable
phases. Thus, simulations on multiple box sizes were performed to target the unit cell
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size of 3D-periodic phases and to test the relative stability of any competing phase
formed.

2.2 Analysis methods for 2D columnar phases
To identify the columnar phases composed of honeycombed cylinders, we calculate
several order parameters from the simulation configurations. These parameters allow a
more quantitative description of the structure of LC phases, and the detection of phase
transition points. For our model, it is convenient to define the direction (orientation
vector) of each bolaamphiphile molecule as the axis of its rigid unit, which generate a
set of unit vectors, {u1, u2, …uN}, representing every molecule in the system.
2.2.1 Lamella/Columnar director. For lamella/columnar phases, the director (the
order direction) may be viewed as the vector orthogonal to their layers, and is defined
as a unit vector, n, that is maximally orthogonal to the set of molecular orientation
vectors. Concisely, this may be written as
min(||Un||) subject to ||n|| = 1
where U represent the N by 3 matrix containing all molecular orientation vectors, ui.
The solution to this problem is obtained through determining the singular value
decomposition (SVD) factorization of matrix U, and the director, n, found as the right
singular vector of U corresponding to the smallest singular value. Knowing the director,
other order parameters can be calculated to quantify these 2D phases as described below.
2.2.2 The planar order parameter. The planar order parameter, S2, measures how
orthogonal the molecular orientation vectors are to the director vector, and is defined by
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𝑁

∑ (3𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙𝑗 − 2)

𝑆2 =

𝑗=1

𝑁

(8)

where ϕj is the angle between the director, n, and the orientation vector of the jth
molecule. For an isotropic system where there is no correlation between the director and
the orientation vector, the value of ϕj ranges from 0°to 180°, and S2 approaches a value
of 0. Conversely, for an ordered system where all the molecular orientation vectors lie
on a plane orthogonal to the director, the values of ϕj are concentrated around 90°, and
S2 approaches a value of 1.
2.2.3 The planar orientational order parameter. To describe the geometry of the
honeycombed

cylinders

(i.e.,

to

determine

whether

the

columns

are

triangular/square/hexagonal), the planar orientational order parameter, ψk, is found from
𝑁

1
𝜓𝑘 = | ∑exp (𝑖𝑘𝜃𝑗 )| (9)
𝑁
𝑗=1

where θj is the angle describing the polygonal symmetry of the column cross section.
To find θj, we need to define a plane, P, which is orthogonal to the director, n, and
choose an arbitrary unit vector, n’, on this plane. Then every molecular orientational
vector, uj, is projected onto the plane, P, as the projection vector u’j, which allows us to
find a new set of molecular projection vectors, {u’1, u’2, …u’N}. θj is defined as the
angle between n’ and the molecular projection vector of the jth molecule, u’j. The
coefficient k takes on the value of 2, 3, 4 and 6 for the lamella, triangular, square and
hexagonal planar orientational order parameter, respectively. Similar to S2, a ψk value
close to 0 indicates a low level of order, while a ψk value close to 1 indicates a high level
of order.
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2.3 Analysis methods for 3D periodic order phases
Unlike the columnar phases, there is no convenient scalar order parameter that can
unambiguously describe bicontinuous cubic phases. However, the specific geometry
and topology of these phases provide a basis for their detection. Indeed, both the
interwoven networks possess unique space group symmetries, and the remaining
continuous phase shares features of some periodic minimal surfaces. The networks
consist of struts connecting nodes, with the nodal valence (ν)[37] being a key descriptor
of different bicontinuous phases. The three different bicontinuous phases that are
relevant for our systems are the double gyroid phases with ν = 3, Ia3̅d symmetry and
Schoen’s gyroid minimal surface, the double diamond phases with ν = 4, Pn 3̅ m
symmetry and Schwarz’s D-surface, and “plumber’s nightmare” phases with ν = 6,
Im3̅m symmetry and Schwarz’s P-surface[37].
The unique space group symmetry of different types of bicontinuous phases can be
identified using the structure factor, S(q), by applying Eq. (10)[59] to the componentforming networks (usually the rigid units in our system),
(∑ cos(𝑞⃑ ∙ ⃑𝑟𝑗⃑))2 + (∑sin(𝑞⃑ ∙ ⃑𝑟𝑗⃑))2
𝑆(𝑞⃑) =

𝑗

𝑗

𝑁

(10)

where q is the wave vector, the rj’s are the position vectors of the beads forming the
networks, and N is the number of such beads. The wave vector, q, is restricted to integer
𝑛

𝑛𝑦 𝑛

numbers of wavelengths within the simulation box, namely, 𝑞⃑ = 2𝜋( 𝐿 𝑥 , 𝐿 , 𝐿 𝑧 ). The
𝑥

𝑦

𝑧

location of peaks given by 𝑚 = √𝑛𝑥2 + 𝑛𝑦2 + 𝑛𝑧2 , are distinctive of different space group
symmetries. The location of the peaks for the relevant bicontinuous phases have the
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following ratios: ( √6: √8: √14: √16: √20: √22…) for the Ia3̅d double gyroid, (√2:
√3: √4: √6: √8: √9…) for the Pn3̅m double diamond, and (√2: √4: √6: √8: √10:
√12…) for the Im3̅m plumber’s nightmare phase[26]. The structure factor can also
been used to detect the lamella phase (ratios 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6) and the hexagonal cylinder
phase (ratios 1: √3: √4: √7: √9: √12…)[26]. In addition, calculating S(q) can give an
approximate estimate of the length of the unit cell “Lucell” of periodic structures[50]
based on the location of the first refraction peak in S(q), by applying Eq. (11)
𝐿ucell =

2𝜋
𝑚 (11)
𝑞∗

where q* is the modulus of the wave vector at which the maximum of S(q) is located,
and m is the first spacing ratio for a particular periodic structure (e.g. m = 1 for the
lamellae and the hexagonal cylinder, m = √2 for the double diamond and the plumber’s
nightmare phase, and m = √6 for the gyroid)[50].
In our simulations, some cocontinuous phases with 3D periodicity are also observed,
where one component forms a single network of struts connected by nodes. To form
these networks, several rigid rods of the TBAs are bundled together becoming struts,
and several struts merge into one node stabilized by the strong attraction among type 1
beads (which are connected at the ends of each rigid rod). Each strut can merge into two
nodes at both ends. Hence, each node is a group of type 1 beads, and each strut is a
group of type 2 beads (which form the inner sections of the rigid rods).
The characterization of these “single” network phases is usually done through simple
visual inspection of simulation snapshots and calculating S(q). To identify these
cocontinuous phases quickly and qualitatively sketch their structure, here we propose a
15

method based on constructing the “skeleton” of the network where points represent each
node and lines represent each strut (providing additional details in the Appendix). The
topology of the resulting skeleton can then be analyzed to determine, e.g., the nodal
valence (ν), the total number of nodes in the simulation box (Nnode), the number of rigid
rods in each strut (Nrod-strut).

2.4 The mobility coefficient
To quantify the mobility of TBA molecules in the different phases, the mean-squared
bead displacement MSD is calculated using configurations collected from the NVE
ensemble. The final configuration of NVT simulations at different temperature was used
as input configuration of NVE simulations. Each NVE simulation was equilibrated for a
simulation time of t* = 2500, then configurations were collected at time intervals of Δτ
= 20, for a further production period of t* = 10000. Assuming that the total number of
timesteps (also the total number of configurations we collected) in the simulation is t,
then for a given step size of timesteps, s, its corresponding MSD was calculated using
the equation
𝑁(6+𝑁flx ) 𝑡−𝑠

∑
𝑅𝑠 =

𝑗=1

𝑗

∑ |Δ𝑟𝑖+𝑠,𝑖 |

𝑖=0

𝑁(6 + 𝑁flx )(𝑡 − 𝑠)

2

(12)

𝑗

where Δ𝑟𝑖+𝑠,𝑖 is the displacement of the jth beads in the system, between timestep i and
(i+s). A series of MSD values were calculated for different number of timesteps, s. The
number of timesteps, s, was then converted into the reduced time, sΔτ, where Δτ is the
size of each timestep. Since there is no direct calibration between the reduced time and
the real time in the coarse-graining model, the diffusion coefficient of the system cannot
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be simply calculated by the rate of change of the mean-squared displacement with time.
Instead, the mobility coefficient (μ) is defined as this rate of change, which is still
helpful to compare the relative mobility of different phases. Note that there are typically
two distinct regimes in the plot of MSD vs. time. In the short-time regime, the MSD
mainly reflects localized vibrations of the beads, and it typically exhibits a steep increase
in the plot. In the long-time regime, the MSD mainly reflects non-local diffusive and
hopping motions. These two regions are clearly delineated at low temperatures but
become less indistinct at high temperature due to rapid non-local movements
dominating over any localized vibrations. Since non-local motions were of primary
interest, the mobility coefficient is obtained from the slope of the MSD in the longer
time regime. As is seen from the Eqn. (12), larger values of the time interval s imply
fewer sampling data in the averaging procedure, and hence less accurate MSD values.
Therefore, linear regression of MSD data for an intermediate range of times was used
to obtain the mobility coefficient.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Global phase diagram
A series of simulations were performed for different lengths of the lateral chain (3
Nflx 33). A global phase diagram in terms of reduced temperature and volume fraction
of the lateral chain (ϕflx) is presented in Figure 3. As can be seen from this figure, we
obtained several morphologies including the lamella (L), polygonal columns, axialbundle column, the double gyroid (G) and cocontinuous networks (e.g., the “single”
plumber’s nightmare (P1) and the “single” diamond (D1)). Some examples of the
morphologies encountered in our simulation are shown in Figure 4. Note that the
polygonal columnar phases and the axial-bundle columnar phases have the “inverse”
domain topology. In the polygonal columnar phases, the rigid rods form a continuum
domain to delineate the shell of each cylinder, and the lateral chains fill the inside of
each cylinder. The rigid rods are perpendicular to the cylinder they formed. In the axialbundle columnar phases, the rigid rods are bundled together to form isolated cylinders,
which are separated by the continuum domain of the lateral chain, and the rigid rods are
parallel to the cylinder. Compared with the experimental results shown in Figure 1, we
obtained the same G phase formed by the rigid rods for 0.752 ≤ ϕflx ≤ 0.823, whereas
experiments found the G phase at the lower range of 0.726 ≤ ϕflx ≤ 0.75. In the
experiments, the axial-bundle columnar phase was found at the same ϕflx as the G phase
but at a different temperature, while we detected this columnar phase for ϕflx = 0.841,
where the G phase was not detected in simulations. In the experiments the double
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diamond phase was observed for ϕflx = 0.641, whereas our simulations failed to detect
this phase. Instead, the D1 phase was found in the range 0.638 ≤ ϕflx ≤ 0.675. Details
about each observed phase are discussed in the following sections.

Figure 3

Morphologies obtained from simulations of TBAs with a swallow-tail lateral chain

with the respect to temperature and volume fraction of the lateral chain. Morphology description:
(A) isotropic; (B) square column; (C) “single” plumber’s nightmare network; (D) “single”
diamond network; (E) double gyroid; (F) axial-bundle columns.
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Figure 4 Sample snapshots of equilibrium configurations of TBAs with a swallow-tail lateral
chain. For clarity, only the rigid rods are shown, and only the skeleton of the network is shown
in (b) and (c). For (a) (b) (c) (e), the type 1 beads are colored red, the type 2 beads are colored
blue. For (d), two distinct networks, which never intersect, are colored red and blue, respectively.
From (a) to (e), the phases correspond to Nflx = 3, 5, 11, 19, 33 and ϕflx =0.324, 0.444, 0.638,
0.752, 0.841, respectively.

3.2 2D and 3D periodic phases

3.2.1 Nflx = 3. In this case, the corresponding volume fraction is about ϕflx = 0.324,
and a square columnar phase is obtained (see Figure 4(a)). This square columnar
structure exists for a temperature range of T* ≤ 0.90, which is confirmed by the order
parameters S2 and ψ4 (Figure 5). Around T* = 0.90, S2 exhibits a steep increase from
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0.11 to 0.76, while ψ4 also shows an increase from 0.06 to 0.50, indicating a phase
transition from an isotropic state to a square columnar structure. With a further decrease
of temperature, the value of S2 and ψ4 increases gradually, reaching values of 0.95 and
0.82 at T* = 0.30, respectively.

Figure 5 Order parameters for the TBAs with Nflx = 3 as a function of temperature.

3.2.2 Nflx = 5 (ϕflx = 0.444). These molecules form a cocontinuous phase with 3D
periodicity corresponding to the “single” plumber’s nightmare (P1) phase (see Figure
4(b)) between T* = 0.30 and T* = 0.85. Lack of a single scalar order parameter to
characterize this P1 phase, we are only able to roughly determine its temperature range
of stability through inspecting simulation snapshots and calculating the structure factor.
Ideally, the rigid rods in the P1 phase would form a single network of struts connected
by 6-fold nodes, and the nodal valence (ν) be exactly 6. Upon calculation of the network
skeleton at T* < 0.85 (Figure 6) as described in Section 2.3, we find there are some
defects in our simulated structures. The nodal valence (ν) population distribution (see
Figure S1(a) in the Appendix) shows that some nodes have ν < 6, indicating that some
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struts connecting neighbor nodes are missing. Also, some nodes have ν > 6, indicating
that some struts connect two nodes which are not nearest neighbors. Although there is
no reported information about the structure factor (S(q)) of the P1 phase, the nodes in
this phase have a symmetry similar to that of the simple cubic (SC) crystal structure.
Therefore, the S(q) of SC (ratios 1: √2: √3: √4: √5…) can help us detect the P1 phase
and calculate its unit cell size. As mentioned in Section 2.3, each node in the networks
is a cluster of type 1 beads. To match the results of SC, only the position vectors of the
beads forming the nodes (which is type 1 beads) are used to calculate the structure factor.
The location of the peaks of S(q) shows good agreement with the expected ratios of a
SC structure (see Figure 7), which, along with the network-skeleton analysis, confirms
the “single” plumber’s nightmare symmetry of this phase.

Figure 6 Snapshots of the P1 phase and its corresponding skeleton for different box sizes.
For clarity, only the rigid rods are shown. Red spheres represent the type 1 beads, and blue
spheres represent the type 2 beads. (a) Lbox = 17.36 and N = 400 molecules; (b) Lbox = 19.88
and N = 600 molecules; (c) Lbox = 21.88 and N = 800 molecules.
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Figure 7 Structure factor calculated from a simulated snapshot of the P1 phase for TBAs with
Nflx = 5 and N = 600. The inset shows the structure factor on a logarithmic scale.

Due to the potential importance of finite size effects in the stability of 3D
morphologies, multiple box sizes were performed to target the unit cell size and test the
stability of the P1 phases. Three box sizes (Lbox = 17.36, 19.88, 21.88) were chosen,
corresponding to N = 400, 600, 800 molecules. We repeated the simulations three times
for N = 400, and only ran simulations once for N = 600 and 800. The P1 phase was
observed for all the three box sizes, and no alternative morphologies were observed (see
Figure 6), indicating that this phase is not very sensitive to box size. S(q) was used to
help us determine the unit cell size (Lucell) using Eq. (11) (with m = 1), and the networkskeleton analysis was used to characterize the network composition (i.e., via Nnode and
Nrod-strut). We also calculated N / Nnode to provide a relative scale for the network
composition. These results are summarized in Table 2, and show slight discrepancies
for different box sizes, likely correlated to the different orientation that this P1 phase
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needs to adopt to fit into the different boxes. The Lucell of the P1 phase turns out to be
small (around 5.79 ~ 5.99), which means that the box sizes we used can accommodate
several multiples of the unit cell, making the finite size effects relatively small. The
skeleton-network calculation confirms that each strut in the network consists of one
bundles of rigid rods, and each bundle contains about 5.13 ~ 5.52 rigid rods on average.

Table 2

Average properties of the P1 phase for different box sizes. N is the number of

molecules in the simulation box; Lbox is the length of the simulation box; Lucell is the length of
the calculated unit cell; Nnode is the number of nodes of the network in the box; Nrod-strut is the

average number of rigid rods in a strut of the network.
N

Lbox

Lucell

Nnode

N / Nnode

Nrod-strut

400

17.36

5.79

26.45

15.12

5.13

600

19.88

5.99

35.40

16.95

5.52

800

21.88

5.85

51.45

15.55

5.24

The information collected from the mobility coefficient  (see Figure 8) allow us to
further characterize the P1 phase. For T* ≤ 0.45, the value of  is close to zero,
suggesting a solid crystalline phase. For T* > 0.45,  increases linearly with temperature
until its transition to an isotropic phase at T* = 0.85. The finite values of  in this region
suggest these ordered phases have some fluidity consistent with a LC character. For
instance, inspection of simulation snapshots for the P1 phase at T* = 0.60 reveals that
the rigid rods bundled together into struts are not restricted to local vibration around one
specific strut, but some of the rods can hop from one strut to another (see the
supplementary material P1.avi). At T* = 0.85, there is a large increase in  associated
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with the transition to an isotropic phase, followed by a linear increase of  with
temperature.

Figure 8 The mobility coefficient for Nflx = 5 TBAs with N = 600 as a function of temperature.
“P1” refers to the morphology of the “single” plumber’s nightmare phase.

3.2.3 Nflx = 7, 9. For molecules with Nflx = 7, corresponding to ϕflx = 0.528, only
cocontinuous phases without periodicity are observed for T* ≤ 1.0. The networkskeleton analysis provides some characterization of the topology of these disordered
network structures. The nodal valence (ν) population distribution (Figure S1(b)) shows
that a large proportion of nodes have ν values of 4, 5 and 6, indicating an intermediate
structure between the P1 network (ν = 6) and the D1 network (ν = 4). As for molecules
with Nflx = 9, corresponding to ϕflx = 0.590, only the defective D1 phases are observed
for T* ≤ 0.95. The ν population distribution (Figure S1(c)) shows a large portion of
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nodes have the ν of 4. A small portion of nodes has the ν of 3, 5, 6, which confirms the
existence of defects in the network.
3.2.4 Nflx = 11, 13. These cases map into volume fractions of 0.638 and 0.675,
respectively. For 0.3 ≤ T* ≤ 1.0, we found a cocontinuous phase with 3D periodicity
having the topology of a “single” diamond (D1) phase (see Figure 4(c)). As with Nflx =
5, the temperature range of stability of this D1 phase is determined through inspecting
simulation snapshots and calculating structure factor. Through the network-skeleton
analysis, we can easily determine the symmetry of the D1 phase, where bundled rigid
rods form a single network of struts connected by 4-fold nodes. The nodal valence (ν)
population distribution confirms the absence of defects in this diamond network, since
all the nodes have the ν of 4. The S(q) of the diamond cubic (DC) crystal structure (ratios
√3: √8: √11: √16…) provides a suitable reference to detect the D1 phase and
calculate its unit cell size. Accordingly, the position vectors of the type 1 beads were
used to calculate S(q) and found that the location of its peaks matches well with the
ratios expected for the DC structure (see Figure 9), which, along with the networkskeleton analysis, confirms the “single” diamond symmetry of the network.
Multiple box sizes were simulated to target the unit cell size and test the stability of
the D1 phases. Four box sizes were chosen, corresponding to N = 100, 400, 600, 800
molecules. We repeated the simulations three times for N = 100 and 600, and only ran
simulations once for N = 400 and 800. The D1 phase is observed for all the four box
sizes, and no alternative morphologies were observed (see Figure S2), indicating that
this phase is not very sensitive to the box size. The calculated unit cell size and the
network composition (reported in Table S1) show slight discrepancies for different box
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sizes, likely arising from the D1 phase trying to fit in the different boxes by rotation in
space and slightly distorting its configuration. Note that for the case of N = 100
molecules, the Lucell given by the Eq. (11) coincides exactly with the simulation box
edge. The small unit cell of the D1 phase (around 12.12 ~ 12.61) explains its low
sensitivity to the relatively large simulation box sizes we used which are several times
the size of the unit cell, thus making the finite size effects relatively small. Each strut in
the network consists of one bundle of around 5.56 ~ 6.25 rigid rods, a structure that is
close to that observed for the struts of the P1 phase (in Section 3.2.2). The number of
rigid rods in a bundle is limited by the fact that the lateral chain of all molecules must
have access to the internetwork continuous phase[45].

Figure 9 Structure factor calculated from simulated snapshot of the D1 phase for the Nflx = 11
TBAs with N = 100.
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As with Nflx = 5, further insight into the phase behavior of the system may be obtained
by examining the variation of the mobility coefficient with temperature (see Figure S3).
The results are consistent with three regimes, an isotropic phase for T* > 1.0, an LC
phase for 0.5 < T* < 1.0, and a solid crystalline phase for T* < 0.5. Tracking of
simulation snapshots in the LC region also reveal that the rigid rods in the D1 phase are
not restricted to local vibration around one specific strut, but some of the rods can hop
from one strut to another over longer time scales (see supplementary material D1.avi).
All the results discussed above were obtained for the same packing fraction, η = 0.45,
but we also tested the stability of this D1 phase for different packing fraction. For η =
0.5, we found that the D1 phase is also stable for molecules with Nflx = 11 and 13, and
for T* < 1.35 (see Figure S5). By increasing the volume fraction, the ordered packing
of the molecules is favored, which shifts the transition point between isotropic and LC
phases to a higher temperature.
3.2.5 Nflx = 15, 17. For these systems, only disordered cocontinuous phases without
periodicity are observed for 0.3 ≤ T* ≤ 1.0. For example, for molecules with Nflx = 17,
corresponding to ϕflx = 0.731, the nodal valence (ν) population distribution (Figure S1(d))
shows a large portion of nodes have the ν of 4 and 3, indicating an intermediate structure
between the D1 phase (ν = 4) and the G phase (ν = 3).
3.2.6 Nflx = 19-29. For a wide range of volume fraction (Nflx ~ 19-29, corresponding
to 0.752 ≤ ϕflx ≤ 0.823), the double gyroid (G) phase (see Figure 4(d)) is observed for
0.3 ≤ T* ≤ 0.95. Depending on the volume fraction of the lateral chain, this temperature
range of G-phase stability varies slightly. In this G phase, the rigid rods form two
interwoven networks of struts connected by 3-fold nodes, which is separated by a
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continuous matrix of lateral chains. In our simulations, the G phase is obtained for the
system of N = 300 molecules, and the G phase is very stable at this condition. We
repeated the simulations three times for each Nflx from 19 ≤ Nflx ≤ 29, and only the G
phase was observed. The details of these simulations are summarized in Table S1.2. The
calculation of S(q) using the rigid rods (see Figure 10) confirms the G symmetry by the
characteristic ratios of the location of the peaks with (√6: √8: √14: √16: √20: √22).
Moreover, the size of the unit cell given by Eq. (11) coincides exactly with the
simulation box edge (see Table S1.2). The network-skeleton analysis shows that there
are 16 nodes and 24 struts in this G network for N = 300. Each strut in the network
consists of 12.5 rigid rods forming two bundles, a structure that is close to that observed
in the experiment (11.8 ~ 13.3 rigid rods)[44].

Figure 10

Structure factor calculated from a simulated snapshot of the G phase for Nflx = 19

TBAs with N = 300. The inset shows the structure factor on a logarithmic scale.
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Different morphologies of the nodes in the G phase were observed through the
network-skeleton analysis. Ideally, the node in the G phase is the intersection of three
struts, and is a cluster of type 1 beads (see Figure 11(a)). In the simulations, two nonideal morphologies were identified. One case occurs when the node becomes a bundle
of the rigid rods, and three struts merge into this bundle, where two struts are connected
to its ends and one strut is connected to its body (see Figure 11(b), the non-ideal node
is colored green and purple). The other case occurs when the node is represented by
three bundles of the rigid rods, which connect to each other to form the triangular shape,
and three struts are connected to the vertices of this “triangle” (see Figure 11(c), the
non-ideal node is colored green and purple). In the latter case, the node is easily
classified as three small nodes with ν = 3. However, in the network-skeleton analysis,
the correction of this misclassification is made, and the node with either non-ideal
morphologies counts as one node with ν = 3.

Figure 11

Sample snapshots of the different node morphologies in the G phase. The type 1

beads are colored red and purple, and the type 2 beads are colored blue and green.

Simulations for multiple box sizes were performed for molecules with Nflx = 19.
Simulations for Lbox =19.94, 21.32, 22.74, 26.03, corresponding to N = 270, 330, 400,
600 molecules, all failed to obtain the G phase, and only the disordered cocontinuous
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phases were observed. Compared with the unit cell size calculated from the S(q) of the
system of N = 300 molecules, the simulation boxes used are around one unit. The finite
size effects are relatively strong, and only the “correct” box size (Lbox = Lucell) can form
the G phase. Increasing the box size edge to be a multiple integer of the unit cell can, in
principle, relieve any geometric frustration that arrests the formation of the G phase.
However, due to the large unit cell size already, the dynamics of a large system slows
down and equilibrating phases becomes increasingly difficult and expensive.
The results of the mobility coefficient (Figure S4) are consistent with the presence of
3 regimes corresponding to an isotropic phase for T* > 1.05, an LC phase for 0,60 < T*
< 1.05, and a solid crystalline phase for T* < 0.60. Since the G phase structural signature
is detected for T* ≤ 0.95, it suggests that the LC-like mobility observed for 0.95 < T* <
1.05 would signal the presence of partially ordered LC morphologies (i.e., consistent
with either a gradual G-isotropic phase transition). We also tested the effect of packing
fraction on the stability of the G phase and we find again that for a higher packing
fraction, η = 0.5, the temperature range of G-phase stability is enhanced to T* < 1.30,
but the G phase only forms for molecules with Nflx = 19, 21, 23 (see Figure S5).
3.2.7 Nflx = 33. This is the TBA with the longest lateral chain that we considered,
corresponding to ϕflx = 0.841. The axial-bundle columnar phase (see Figure 4(e)) is
found for 0.3 ≤ T* ≤ 0.90. In this case, the rigid rods are still bundled together, but due
to the low volume fraction of rigid rods, these bundled rods cannot connect to each other
to become a continuous network. Thus, these rods are separated into several isolated
columns by a contiguous domain of lateral chains, and the columns arrange themselves
into a hexagonal pattern. The calculation of S(q) using the rigid rods (see Figure 12)
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confirms the hexagonal cylinder symmetry by the characteristic ratios of the location of
the peaks with (1: √3: √4).

Figure 12

Structure factor calculated from a simulated snapshot of the hexagonal cylinder

phase for Nflx = 33 TBAs with N = 300.

3.3 Comparison of linear vs. swallow-tail TBAs
In mapping the phase behavior of the TBA with a swallow-tail lateral chain, it is also
important to try to understand the relationship between the architecture of the molecules
and the ordered phase they form. As mentioned before, Crane et al. simulated the phase
behavior of the TBA with a linear lateral chain, and only found the polygonal columnar
and lamella phases. We also performed some simulations for TBAs with a linear lateral
chain at η = 0.45. Our simulation results confirm that, for the same Nflx and ϕflx,
arranging the lateral chain into different architectures (linear and swallow-tail) lead to
the formation of different mesophase structures (see Figure S6). For example, for the
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case of Nflx = 19, we find that TBAs with a linear lateral chain forms the lamella (L)
phase for T* ≤ 1.20, while the TBA with a swallow-tail lateral chain forms the G phase
for T* ≤ 0.95.
To understand the thermodynamic driving force behind these behaviors, we devised
a simulation method (whose algorithmic details are provided in the Appendix) to allow
the Nflx = 19 TBAs with a swallow-tail lateral chain to form the L phase, and the
molecule with a linear lateral chain to form the G phase. In this manner, we can
investigate the energetic and entropic contributions to the free energy for the same
lateral chain architecture but in different morphologies.
First, we compare the total potential energy, Utotal. Table 3 shows the total potential
energy for the TBAs in the L and G phase at T* = 1.30. We note that, for the different
molecular architectures, the Utotal in the G phase is always more positive than the Utotal
in the L phase, indicating that TBAs show an energetic preference for the L phase over
the G phase regardless of the molecular architecture.

Table 3

Total potential energy per bead (Utotal, in units of ε) of the TBA for three distinct

structures. Utotal(swallow-tail) is for the TBA with a swallow-tail lateral chain; Utotal(linear) is
for the TBA with a linear lateral chain;
Gyroid

Lamella

Utotal(swallow-tail)

-0.442

-0.497

Utotal(linear)

-0.449

-0.516

Considering that the rigid rods and the 3 types of building blocks that make up a TBA
are identical in both systems, the only difference is the architecture of the lateral chain
(linear- and swallow-tail), indicating the precise topology of the lateral chain and its
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associated conformational behavior may also have a profound effect on mesophase
behavior. To study the conformational behavior of the lateral chain, the isotropic phase
is chosen as our reference phase, since in this phase the lateral chains should be at their
most relaxed, maximum conformational-entropy state (i.e., unconstrained by the spatial
confinement they are subjected inside mesophases). To characterize the conformational
behavior of the lateral chains we examined their distribution of end-to-end distances Ree
(see also Figure S8).

Figure 13

End-to-end distance for TBAs with Nflx = 19. (a) The TBA with a swallow-tail

lateral chain in three distinct structures (isotropic, L and G); (b) The TBA with a linear lateral
chain in three distinct structures.

Figure 13(a) shows these Ree distributions for the swallow-tail lateral chain in the
isotropic, L and G phase at T* = 1.30. The Ree distribution in the G phase is very close
to that in the isotropic phase, while the distribution clearly shifts to higher values in the
L phase. This indicates that, to form the lamella phase, the swallow-tail lateral chain
needs to be significantly stretched, which would reduce the entropy of these chains and
hence make the L phase to be less favorable than the G phase. Figure 13(b) shows the
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Ree distribution found for TBAs with linear lateral chains at T* = 1.30. Compared with
the isotropic-phase Ree distribution, the L-phase distribution slightly shifts to higher Ree
values, while the G-phase distribution slightly shifts to lower Ree values. In this case,
the collected information on Ree’s indicates that the linear lateral chain TBA doesn't
show a marked entropic preference for the L phase over the G phase.
In summary, for the linear lateral chain TBA, the L phase is more favorable than the
G phase because the observed energetic preference would be determinant given that no
marked entropic preference for either phase was detected. However, for the swallowtail lateral chain TBA, the G phase is more favorable than the L phase because of the
dominance of the entropic effect, which would more than compensate for the less
favorable energetic interactions.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by recent experimental findings involving bolaamphiphiles with a swallowtail lateral chain[44,45], this simulation work explored the phase behavior of such
molecules using a simple coarse-grained model. At a constant packing fraction of η =
0.45, different phases are observed depending on the length of the lateral chain, the
temperature and the box size. The simulations were successful at detecting the double
gyroid phase and the axial-bundle columnar phase, whose structures are similar to those
of the corresponding phases found in recent experiment[44]. However, our simulations
failed to detect the double diamond phase observed in recent experiment[45]. This
failure may be related to the limitations of the coarse-grained model we adopted. This
model may oversimplify some atomistic-level details, which would play a key role in
the formation of the double diamond phase. Unexpectedly, the simulation predicts the
formation of two regular cocontinuous phase with 3D-periodicity yet to be reported in
experimental studies, including the “single” plumber’s nightmare phase P1 and the
“single” diamond phase D1. As some of these novel phases may be amenable to
experimental realization, our results may provide useful guidance for future efforts that
employ such molecular designs.
The simple coarse-grained model used in this work can qualitatively capture some of
the key physical features of the real TBA molecules, and hence reproduce most of the
experimentally observed phases. However, simulations of more detailed, fully atomistic
models are also important, especially to provide specific predictions for the TBA
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chemistry, the local packing of atomic groups, and the thermophysical properties that
will determine their value for potential applications, e.g., for creating self-assembled
organic semiconductors for charge carrier transport. This study should hence be
regarded as a first exploratory step toward modeling the phase behavior of TBAs. The
relationship between the molecular architecture and phase behavior was not fully
resolved by our study. Further studies employing free energy calculations will allow a
more definitive determination of mesophase stability, especially where more than one
phase is spontaneously formed by TBAs with linear or swallow-tail lateral chains. Such
undertaking is non-trivial, especially for phases with 3D periodicity where free energies
cannot be simply obtained by the use of molecular-insertion based method and require
specialized thermodynamic integration schemes[60]. Work along these lines is currently
under way.
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APPENDIX

Network-skeleton analysis
As mentioned in the main text, we propose and implement a network-skeleton analysis
to help us characterize the topology of any network that the rigid rods in the TBAs may
be forming. In such a skeleton, points represent nodes and lines represent struts. In the
coarse-grained model, each rigid rod consists of two type 1 beads and four type 2 beads.
In the network, each node is a cluster of type 1 beads, and each strut is a cluster of type
2 beads (which also form the inner sections of the rigid rods). Here, we provide the main
steps to perform this analysis:
1. Classify all the type 1 beads into different nodes. For each such bead i, we define
its neighboring beads as the beads within the cutoff distance, dc, chosen to be 1.3σ.
Based on the condition that any bead from a cluster can find all its neighboring beads in
the same cluster, we classify the beads into different clusters, and each bead only belong
to one cluster. Each cluster represents a node in the network. Hence, the number of such
clusters represents the number of nodes in the network (Nnode).
2. Classify all the rigid rods into different struts. After step 1, the two type 1 beads
from the same rigid rod must have been classified into two different nodes. Thus, for
each rigid rod, we know which two nodes it connects. All the rigid rods, which merge
into the same two nodes at their ends, are classified as one strut. After all rods have been
sorted out, we collect the information of the number of rigid rods in each strut (Nrod-strut).
3. Determine the neighboring nodes for each node classified in step 1. After step 2,
we know which two nodes are connected by the same strut. Hence, any two nodes
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connected by the same strut are treated as neighboring nodes. The number of the
neighboring nodes of a given node in the network is the valence (ν) of that node.
4. Draw the skeleton of the network. Each node is represented by the center of mass
of the type 1 beads belonging to the same node (as per the classification in step 1). Each
strut is represented by a straight line connecting the two corresponding neighboring
nodes (as per the information collected from step 3).
Additional data for simulations at η = 0.45
As indicated in the main text, most of our simulations were performed at a packing
fraction of η = 0.45. The network skeleton analysis and the mobility coefficient are used
to further characterize the structure and dynamics of different 3D-periodic phases that
were observed. In this section, we provide additional data collected from the network
skeleton and the mobility coefficient.

Figure S1

The population distribution of the nodal valence (ν) for molecules with different

length of the lateral chain. (a) Nflx = 5; (b) Nflx = 7; (c) Nflx = 9; (d) Nflx = 17.
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Figure S2

Snapshots of the D1 phase and its corresponding skeleton for different box sizes.

For clarity, only the rigid rods are shown. Red spheres represent the type 1 beads, and blue
spheres represent the type 2 beads. (a) Lbox = 20.00 and N = 400 molecules; (b) Lbox = 22.92 and
N = 600 molecules; (c) Lbox = 25.23 and N = 800 molecules.
Table S1 Average properties of the D phase network for different box sizes. N is the number
of molecules in the simulation box; Lbox is the length of the simulation box; Lucell is the length
of the calculated unit cell; Nnode is the number of nodes of the network in the box; Nrod-strut is the

average number of rigid rods in a strut of the network.
N

Lbox

Lucell

Nnode

N / Nnode

Nrod-strut

100

12.61

12.61

8

12.5

6.25

400

20.00

12.25

32

12.5

6.25

600

22.92

12.55

52

11.54

5.77

800

25.23

12.12

72

11.11

5.56
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Table S2 Average properties of the G phase network for the different lengths of the lateral
chain. N is the number of molecules in the simulation box; Lbox is the length of the simulation
box; Lucell is the length of the calculated unit cell; T* is the temperature range where the G phase
is detected; Nnode and Nstrut are the number of nodes and struts of the network in the box; Nrod-strut
is the average number of rigid rods in a strut of the network.
Nflx

ϕflx

N

Lbox

Lucell

T*

Nnode

Nstrut

Nrod-strut

19

0.752

300

20.66

20.66

0.30 ~ 0.95

16

24

12.5

21

0.771

300

21.18

21.18
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Figure S3

The mobility coefficient for the case of Nflx = 11 and N = 600 as a function of

temperature. “D1” refers to the morphology of the “single” diamond phase.
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Figure S4

The mobility coefficient for the case of Nflx = 19 and N = 300 as a function of

temperature. “G” refers to the morphology of the double gyroid phase.

Simulation results for TBAs at the packing fraction of η = 0.5
A series of simulations were performed at a packing fraction of η = 0.5. A global phase
diagram in terms of reduced temperature and the volume fraction of the lateral chain
(ϕflx) is presented in Figure S5. Compared with the simulation results at η = 0.45 shown
in Fig. 3, we obtained essentially the same morphologies including the square column,
the “single” diamond (D1), the double gyroid (G) and the hexagonal axial-bundle
column. The main difference is that for η = 0.5 the temperature range of mesophase
stability is wider. By increasing the volume fraction, we increased the pressure of the
system and the tendency of the molecules to order (e.g., for the rigid rods to align),
which shifted the transition point between isotropic phase and LC phase to higher
temperatures. The square columnar and the D1 phase are observed at the same ϕflx for η
= 0.5 and η = 0.45. Our simulations did not detect the “single” plumber’s nightmare (P1)
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phase at η = 0.5, which was observed at η = 0.45. The G phase was detected for 0.752
≤ ϕflx ≤ 0.786 at η = 0.5, which is a narrower range than that observed for η = 0.45. The
axial-bundle columnar phase was detected for lower ϕflx values at η = 0.5.

Figure S5

Morphologies obtained in the simulation for the bolaamphiphile molecule with a

swallow-tail lateral chain at packing fraction of η = 0.5 with the respect to temperature and the
volume fraction of the lateral chain. Morphology description: (A) isotropic; (B) square column;
(C) ‘single’ diamond network; (D) double gyroid; (E) axial-bundle column.

Simulations of TBAs of different molecular architecture
To understand the relationship between the architecture of TBA side-chain and the
mesophase they form, a series of simulations were performed at η = 0.45 for two types
of molecules, including the TBA with a linear lateral chain and the TBA with a swallowtail lateral chain. As shown in Figure S6, for the case of Nflx = 5, 11 and 19, TBAs with
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either linear or swallow-tail lateral chains will tend to assemble into different
morphologies.

Figure S6 Morphologies obtained for different molecular architecture and various the lengths
of the lateral chain. For clarity, only the rigid rods are shown, and only the skeleton of the
network is shown in the P1 and D1 phase. Except for the G phase, the type 1 beads are colored
red, the type 2 beads are colored blue. For the G phase, two distinct networks, which never
intersect, are colored red and blue, respectively.

To investigate the energetic and entropic effects for the same lateral chain architecture
in different morphologies, the following method was implemented. We take Nflx = 19
as an example. Figure S6 shows that the L and the G phase were observed for the linear
lateral chain TBA (L-TBA) and the swallow-tail lateral chain TBA (S-TBA),
respectively. To allow the S-TBA to form the L phase, we take the configuration of the
L phase collected from L-TBA, and temporarily “freeze” the position of the rigid rids
(i.e. by zeroing out the force and torque on the rigid rods). Then we change the harmonic
bond between the rigid rod and the lateral chain so as to change the chain topology in a
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stepwise manner. At first, this bond connects the rigid rod and the first bead in the lateral
chain (the architecture of the L-TBA, see the first picture in Figure S7(a)). We turn off
this bond, and add a bond between the rod and the second bead in the lateral chain (see
Figure S7(b)). We then allow the system to equilibrate with this new lateral chain
architecture over a period of t* = 150000. We repeat this process to gradually move the
connection from one end to the center of the lateral chain (see Figure S7(c)(d)). Once
the rigid rod is connected to the center bead of the lateral chain, we obtain the
architecture of the S-TBA in the L phase. Similarly, to allow the L-TBA to form the G
phase, we simply “freeze” the rigid rods in the G phase, and change the connection bead
of the lateral chain from the center bead to one of the end beads (see Figure
S7(e)(f)(g)(h)). To compare the results at the same temperature, we also “freeze” the
rigid rods in different morphologies, and gradually change the temperature of the lateral
chains toward the target temperature. In this method, we “freeze” the rigid rods
throughout the whole procedures, otherwise we won’t get the desired morphology for a
specific molecular architecture at a target temperature.
To characterize the conformational behavior of the lateral chain, the end-to-end
distance is calculated as illustrated in Figure S8. For the linear lateral chain, the end-toend distance is defined as the distance between the first and last of the flexible beads.
For the swallow-tail lateral chain, the end-to-end distance for each branch is considered,
which is defined as the distance between the bead connecting the two branches and the
last bead in each branch. Statistics are collected at time intervals of Δτ = 500 over a
period of t* = 50000, while the rods are frozen to preserve the desired morphology.
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Figure S7 The scheme of changing the lateral chain architecture while “freezing” the rigid rod.
(a) to (d) Architecture from L-TBA to S-TBA; (e) to (h) architecture from S-TBA to L-TBA.
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Figure S8

The definition of the end-to-end distance of the lateral chain for the different

architecture. Architecture description: (a) TBA with linear lateral chain; (b) TBA with swallowtail lateral chain.

(movie; see file P1.avi) Liquid crystalline character of the P1 phase
A movie is provided that monitors the progression of a system with Nflx = 5 at
equilibrium at T* = 0.60 (LC phase). In the movie, one group of rigid rods are
highlighted. At the beginning, these highlighted rigid rods belong to the same strut.
During the movie, one of these highlighted rigid rods flips to another strut, while the
rest rods still vibrate around the original strut.

(movie; see file D1.avi) Liquid crystalline character of the D1 phase
A movie is provided that monitors the progression of a system with Nflx = 11 at
equilibrium at T* = 0.80 (LC phase). In the movie, one group of rigid rods are
highlighted. At the beginning, these highlighted rigid rods belong to the same strut.
During the movie, one of these highlighted rigid rods flips to another strut, while the
rest rods still vibrate around the original strut.
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